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            Abstract
Macroscopic quantum phenomena, such as observed in superfluids and superconductors, have led to promising technological advancements and some of the most important tests of fundamental physics. At present, quantum detection of light is mostly relegated to the microscale, where avalanche photodiodes are very sensitive to distinguishing single-photon events from vacuum but cannot differentiate between larger photon-number events. Beyond this, the ability to perform measurements to resolve photon numbers is highly desirable for a variety of quantum information applications, including computation, sensing and cryptography. True photon-number resolving detectors do exist, but they are currently limited to the ability to resolve on the order of 10 photons, which is too small for several quantum-state generation methods based on heralded detection. Here we extend photon measurement into the mesoscopic regime by implementing a detection scheme based on multiplexing highly quantum-efficient transition-edge sensors to accurately resolve photon numbers between 0 and 100. We then demonstrate the use of our system by implementing a quantum random-number generator with no inherent bias. This method is based on sampling a coherent state in the photon-number basis and is robust against environmental noise, phase and amplitude fluctuations in the laser, loss and detector inefficiency as well as eavesdropping. Beyond true random-number generation, our detection scheme serves as a means to implement quantum measurement and engineering techniques valuable for photonic quantum information processing.
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                    Fig. 1: Detection scheme.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Experimental photon-number distribution obtained by splitting a coherent state of mean photon number \(\bar{n}=57\) across three TES channels over 108â€‰events.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Randomness tests for the resultant bit strings from 108â€‰events based on assigning three bits of information to each event by taking the measured photon number moduloâ€‰8.[image: ]
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 NIST randomness tests for phase-averaged data.
Randomness tests for bit strings obtained from modulo 2 binning the sampled photon number from a mixture of coherent states with randomized phase. All tests pass indicating phase stability has no bearing on the quality of QRNG. The error bars for each proportion are computed from the Wilson score interval of equation (26) where nâ€‰=â€‰143 is the total number of trials and \({n}_{s}\,\left({n}_{f}\right)\) are the number of successful (failed) trials for a significance level of Î±â€‰=â€‰0.01. Given repeated testing of the bit generation method, the error bars denote the range for which the proportion is likely to fall. On the horizontal axis, CuSum (F) and (B) denote the cumulative sum tests for forward and backward propagation through the bit sequence, DFT denotes the discrete Fourier transform (spectral) test and Lin. Complex denotes the linear complexity test.


Extended Data Fig. 2 NIST tests of randomness.
Randomness tests for the resultant bit strings based on how the measured data is binned (Mod 8 data shown in the main text). Mod 2, Mod 4, and Mod 8 tests all indicate randomness, while some tests begin to fail for Mod 16 and Mod 32. This is expected due to the non-zero residual biases for a coherent state distribution with mean photon number \(\bar{n}=57\) and a PNRD limit of 100 photons. The error bars for each proportion are computed from the Wilson score (confidence) interval of equation (26) where \(n=\left\{143,287,575,719\right\}\) is the total number of trials for mod\(\left\{2,4,16,32\right\}\) binning, respectively, and \({n}_{s}\,\left({n}_{f}\right)\) are the number of successful (failed) trials for a significance level of Î±â€‰=â€‰0.01. Given repeated testing of the bit generation method, the error bars denote the range for which the proportion is likely to fall. On the horizontal axis, CuSum (F) and (B) denote the cumulative sum tests for forward and backward propagation through the bit sequence, DFT denotes the discrete Fourier transform (spectral) test and Lin. Complex denotes the linear complexity test.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Binning error reduction.
Error-rate reduction on photon-number resolution through post-selection of data. (a) By excluding data points with measured areas further from the centre of each bin, the portion of overlap from neighbouring Gaussians can be substantially reduced. The location of the new binning thresholds must be the same fraction of the Gaussian peak width, Ïƒn, for each bin. Here, 2Ïƒn is chosen. (b) Error rate to incorrectly characterize a true 25 photon event as a function of the proportion of measurement data kept.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Gaussian overlaps for all detector channels.
Normalized Gaussian fits for the histogrammed area measurements TES channel 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c). Note that for channels 1 and 3, the FPGA thresholds are set above the electronics noise such that zero photon events have a measured area of zero. For channel 2, electronics noise can drift slightly above the set voltage threshold so that small, non-zero areas are recorded for zero photon events.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Photon-number error rates for all detectors.
Error rates for all detection channels depending on binning. Error percentages indicate the probability to incorrectly count a measurement that was a true n photon event. Errorall includes all areas and uses the Gaussian intersections to place bins. Error2Ïƒ discards area events occurring outsides of a 2Ïƒ width centred around each Gaussian in the histogram fit. The thrown-out events account for 32% of all measurements. The Error1Ïƒ discards area events occurring outsides of a 1Ïƒ width centred around each Gaussian in the histogram fit. This removes 62% of the measured data but drastically reduces counting errors.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Residual bias due to energy truncation.
Residual bias based on modulo binning of a photon number distribution for coherent state of mean photon number \(\bar{n}\). Markers indicate the theoretical deviation from a uniformly random distribution if one had infinite photon-number resolving capability while solid lines give the expected bias with a truncation of the photon number distribution beyond 100 photons. The vertical dashed line indicates a coherent state with \(\bar{n}=57\) such as used in this experiment where the residual bias for mod 2, mod 4, and mod 8 binning are the same. The two plots are identical with the plot at left showing log scale.
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